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Abstract

RFID allows for automatic non-contact identification, and
has been widely applied to improve everyday convenience.
However, RFID suffers from significant security issues,
leaving sensitive user information exposed to a range of
malicious attacks. On the other hand, RFID tags have
limited computing power and storage capacity, and in-
creasing system security often further compromises sys-
tem computational efficiency. Therefore, we propose a se-
cure and efficient dynamic mutual authentication protocol
for RFID. The proposed system ensures anonymity and
forward privacy, and provides security against replay at-
tacks, impersonation attacks, asynchronous attacks, and
tracking attacks while significantly reducing the compu-
tational cost on RFID tags and system servers.

Keywords: Authentication; Dynamic Identity; Privacy;
RFID

1 Introduction

RFID allows for automatic, wireless non-contact identifi-
cation, comprising a tag, a reader and a server [7]. Elec-
tromagnetic coupling between the tag and the reader al-
lows for the transfer of energy and data, which is then
transmitted to the server. Because RFID allows for
data transfer without physical contact, it can operate
in harsh environmental conditions, while also allowing
for data transfer from multiple tags. RFID offers sim-
plicity and convenience and has been implemented in a
wide range of applications [16,18,20,30], raising the need
for a secure and efficient mutual authentication proto-
col [2, 4, 5, 10,24,28].

Part of the RFID authentication protocols [3,6,12,13,
22, 26] is based on Elliptic curve cryptography. This re-
quires the tag to handle complex multiplication tasks,
which is clearly inconsistent with the tag’s limited com-
puting power. In 2006, Tuyls and Batina [3] first proposed
an ECC-based RFID authentication scheme which fea-

tures a linear relationship between computation capacity
and number of tags. Lee et al. [22] noted that Tuyls and
Batina’s protocol features problems with mutual authen-
tication, forward privacy and impersonation attacks. To
address these problems, Lee et al., [22], O’Neill and Rob-
shaw [26], and Godor et al. [13] proposed an improved
ECC-based authentication scheme. In 2013, Chou [6]
pointed out that these schemes still lack scalability, and
proposed a new authentication scheme based on ECC and
hash functions. Chou’s scheme significantly reduces the
computational cost on server, but not for the tags. In
2014, Farash [12] noted that Chou’s scheme still suffered
from security issues including forward privacy and mu-
tual authentication. He proposed an improved authen-
tication scheme based on ECC and hash functions. Al-
though Farash’s scheme improves on Chou’s scheme, it
does not significantly reduce tag computation loading.

In addition, another part of the RFID authentication
protocols [9,11,14,15,21,23,27,29,31] is based on one-way
hash function and use the one-way property of the hash
function to solve the security and privacy problems of
RFID systems. However, most of these schemes have seri-
ous security problems. Cho et al. [8] proposed a new hash-
based RFID mutual authentication protocol and claimed
their protocol provides the privacy [17] and forgery con-
cerns [11, 31]. However, Kim [19] demonstrated that this
protocol is vulnerable to DOS attack and Masoumeh et
al. [29] demonstrated their protocol is vulnerable to tag
and reader impersonation and desynchronization attacks.

In this paper, we propose a dynamic authentication
scheme based only on hash functions to reduce the com-
putational loading on RFID tags, and to ensure mutual
authentication, forward privacy and anonymity. Our so-
lution also provides security against replay attacks, im-
personation attacks, asynchronous attacks and tracking
attacks. We also provide a security analysis, and com-
pare security and computational loading for the proposed
scheme against previous schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
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Table 1: Notations

Notation Description
IDi/ID

S
i The identity of Tagi which is stored in the database of Tagi / Server.

sni/sn
S
i The dynamic serial number of Tagi which is stored in the database of Tagi / Server.

sTagi/sTag
S
i The dynamic pseudo-random identity of Tagi which is stored in the database of Tagi / Server.

bsTagSi The dynamic backup pseudo-random identity of Tagi.
H(·) A one way hash function.

a + +/a−− a=a+1/ a=a-1.

tion 2, we introduce the notations and security require-
ments of our protocol. The proposed scheme is demon-
strated in Section 3. Section 4 provides a complete secu-
rity analysis. Section 5 compares the security and com-
putation costs of the various schemes. Finally, we draw
conclusions in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we provide a brief introduction to the no-
tations and security requirements of our protocol.

Table 1 shows the notations used in our protocol.

2.1 Attacker Model

In our scheme, we assume the database of the server is se-
cure. Any identity (i.e. Tagi) communicates with Server
via an insecure public channel, offering adversaries op-
portunities to intercept. In the following, we present the
assumptions of the attacker model [1, 25].

1) An adversary may eavesdrop on all communications
between protocol actors over the public channel.

2) An attacker can modify, delete, resend and reroute
the eavesdropped message.

3) An attacker cannot intercept a message over a secure
channel.

4) An attacker cannot be a legitimate user.

5) The attacker knows the protocol description, which
means the protocol is public.

2.2 Security Requirements

The security requirements of our proposed scheme are
listed as follows:

Mutual authentication. Tag and Server authenticat-
ing each other in conversation.

Forward privacy. An adversary cannot trace the tag
through past conversations even if the adversary
compromises a tag and obtains the data stored in
tag’s memory.

Anonymity. An adversary cannot know which Tag is
communicating with the server through the eaves-
dropped data.

Resistance to impersonation attack. An adversary
is prevented from impersonating any legal Tag or
Server.

Resistance to replay attack. An adversary is pre-
vented from impersonating any legal user from eaves-
dropped data.

Resistance to asynchronous attack. Tag and Server
can process a successful mutual authentication even
if the date stored in Server and Tag may be asyn-
chronous when a session cannot be normally com-
pleted.

Resistance to tracking attack. An adversary cannot
trace the tag through the eavesdropped data.

3 Proposed Scheme

In RFID system, there are three roles: Server, Reader,
and Tag. The communication between Server and Reader
is secure. We propose a secure and efficient RFID authen-
tication protocol for the communication between servers
and tags. Our scheme has two phases: (1) Initial Phase
and (2) Authentication Phase. The protocol of each phase
is described as follows.

Figure 1: The proposed scheme
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3.1 Initial Phase

In this phase, users proceed registration to the server,
allowing them to share IDS

i , sTagSi and snS
i and offer-

ing the server to get the initial bsTagSi = sTagi. Server
chooses a secret identity IDi and a dynamic pseudo-
random identity sTagi for Tagi, and set the serial num-
ber sni = 1. Then, Server stores IDi, sTagi, and sni

in the database of Tagi, and also stores IDS
i , sTagSi ,

snS
i , and bsTagSi in Server’s database, where IDS

i = IDi,
sTagSi = sTagi, bsTag

S
i = sTagi, and snS

i = sni.

3.2 Authentication Phase

In this phase, the server and communicate with each other
to secure authentication, following the protocol illustrated
in Figure 1.

Step 1. Server selects a random number r and transmits
it to Tagi.

Step 2. Tagi receives r and then calculates hi =
H(IDi, sTagi, sni, r) before sending hi, sTagi to
Server.

Step 3. Server receives hi, sTagi and searches its
database to determine whether sTagSi = sTagi.

1) If yes, go to Step 4;

2) Otherwise continue to search to determine
whether bsTagSi = sTagi. If it exists, then cal-
culate snS

i and go to Step 4. Otherwise, Tagi is
invalid and communication is terminated.

Step 4. Server verifies whether the establishment h1 =
H(IDi, sTag

S
i , sn

S
i , r) holds. If it does not, com-

munication is terminated, otherwise continue to cal-
culate h2 = H(IDS

i + 1, sTagi, sn
S
i ), and perform

bsTagSi ← sTagi, sTag
S
i ← H(sTagi, ID

S
i ), snS

i ++
to update bsTagSi , sTagSi and snS

i in the database,
before finally transmitting h2 to Tagi.

Step 5. Tagi receives h2 and verifies whether h2 =
H(IDi + 1, sTagi, sni) is established. If it is not es-
tablished, communication is terminated. Otherwise,
perform sTagi ← H(sTagi, IDi), sni + + to update
sTagi and sni.

4 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the seven security require-
ments: mutual authentication, forward privacy, replay
attack resistance, impersonation attack resistance, asyn-
chronous attack resistance, anonymity, and tracking at-
tack resistance.

Mutual Authentication:
The identifier IDi of Tagi is private, and is known
only to Tagi and Server. Thus, when Tagi trans-
mits h1, Server can determine whether the sender is

Tagi via h1 = H(IDS
i , sTag

S
i , sn

S
i , r). When Server

transmits h2 = H(IDS
i +1, sTagi, sn

S
i ) to Tagi, Tagi

similarly can determine whether the sender is Server
via h2 = H(IDi + 1, sTagSi , sni).

Forward Privacy:
When an attacker accesses data IDi, sTagi, sni from
Tagi, the one way nature of the hash function ensures
that sTagi ← H(sTagi, IDi) cannot determine the
old sTagi from the current sTagi. Thus, our protocol
satisfies Forward privacy.

Definition 1. (Partial hashed-message problem) Let
a, b ∈ Z, T = h(a, b). If a can be evaluated from given
T and b, then we say the Partial hashed-message
problem is solved. (The probability of solving this
problem is denoted as Pr(a|T, b) = ε1.)

Theorem 1. (Forward privacy) In our scheme,
if an attacker can evaluate sTagn−1i from accessed

data sTag
(n)
i and IDi from Tagi, then the Partial

hashed-message problem can be solved, where sTag
(n)
i

stands for the nth-round sTagi, and sTag
(n)
i =

h(sTag
(n−1)
i , IDi).

Proof. In our scheme, assume an adversary tries to

track a user A from accessed data sTag
(n)
i and IDi.

Let RO1 be a random oracle: Input sTag
(n)
i and IDi

to output sTag
(n−1)
i . (i.e. RO1(sTag

(n)
i , IDi) →

sTag
(n−1)
i .) In Definition 1, let sTag

(n)
i ← T and

IDi ← b be input parameters of RO1 and obtain

output sTag
(n−1)
i . Let a ← sTag

(n−1)
i , then a is

evaluated. Therefore, Pr(sTag
(n−1)
i |sTag(n)i , IDi) ≤

Pr(a|T, b) = ε1, which means the Partial hashed-
message problem can be solved if ro1 exists.

Replay Attack Resistance:

1) Forged Tagi: In the first step of the protocol,
Server generates a random number r and sends
it to Tagi, which then uses the random num-
ber for calculating h1 = H(IDi, sTagi, sni, r).
Therefore, an attacker cannot use a new random
number r′ and the old number h1 to successfully
forge the new number h′1, thus blocking replay
attacks.

2) Forged Server: Although at the server side it
is possible to use the old r to forge a new h2,
because sTagi and sni are different each time,
it is difficult for an attacker to impersonate a
legitimate server in a replay attack.

Definition 2. (Partial joint hash problem) Let
a, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2 ∈ Z, H1 = h(a, b1, c1, d1) and
H2 = h(1, b2, c2, d2). If H1 can be evaluated from
given H2, c1, c2, d1 and d2, then we say the Partial
joint hash problem is solved, where c1 6= c2, d1 6= d2.
(The probability of solving this problem is denoted as
Pr(H1|H2, c1, c2, d1, d2) = ε2.)
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Theorem 2. (Replay attack resistance) In our
scheme, if an attacker can evaluate the value of

h
(n)
1 from eavesdropped h

(m)
1 , r(n), r(m), sTag

(n)
i and

sTag
(m)
i then the Partial joint hash problem can

be solved, where h
n)
1 /h

(m)
1 stands for the n/mth-

round h1, r(n)/r(m) means the n/mth-round r,

sTag
(n)
i /sTag

(m)
i means the n/mth-round sTagi,

and h
(n)
1 = h(IDi, sTag

(n)
i , sn(n), r(n)), h

(m)
1 =

h(IDi, sTag
(m)
i , sn(m), r(m)).

Proof. In our scheme, assume an adversary tries

to impersonate a user i from eavesdropped h
(m)
1 ,

sTag
(n)
i , sTag

(m)
i , r(n)) and r(m)). Let RO2

be a random oracle: Input h
(m)
1 , r(n), r(m),

sTag
(n)
i and sTag

(m)
i to output h

(n)
1 . (i.e.

RO2(h
(m)
1 , r(n), r(m), sTag

(n)
i , sTag

(m)
i ) → h

(n)
1 .) In

Definition 2, let, h
(m)
1 ← H2, r(n) ← c1, r(m) ←

c2, sTag
(n)
i ← d1 and sTag

(m)
i ← d2 be in-

put parameters of RO2 and obtain output h
(n)
1 .

Let H1 ← h
(n)
1 , then H1 is evaluated. There-

fore, Pr(h
(n)
1 |h

(m)
1 , r(n), r(m), sTag

(n)
i , sTag

(m)
i ) ≤

Pr(H1|H2, c1, c2, d1, d2) = ε2, which means the Par-
tial joint hash problem can be solved if RO2 ex-
ists.

Impersonation Attack Resistance:
An attacker can impersonate Tagi or Server using
either a replay attack or a false identifier IDi.

1) In replay attack resistance, we determine that
an attacker would be unable to use a replay at-
tack to impersonate Tagi or Server.

2) Because Server and Tagi share a private identi-
fier, using a false identifier to impersonate Tagi
or Server is infeasible.

Theorem 3. (Impersonation attack resistance) In
our scheme, if an attacker can evaluate the value of

h
(n)
1 from eavesdropped h

(m)
1 , r(n), r(m), sTag

(n)
i and

sTag
(m)
i then the Partial joint hash problem can be

solved.

Proof. In our scheme, assume an adversary tries

to replay a user i from eavesdropped h
(m)
1 ,

r(n), r(m), sTag
(n)
i and sTag

(m)
i . Let RO3

be a random oracle: Input h
(m)
1 , r(n), r(m),

sTag
(n)
i and sTag

(m)
i to output h

(n)
1 . (i.e.

RO3(h
(m)
1 , r(n), r(m), sTag

(n)
i , sTag

(m)
i ) → h

(n)
1 .) In

Definition 2, let, h
(m)
1 ← H2, r(n) ← c1, r(m) ←

c2, sTag
(n)
i ← d1 and sTag

(m)
i ← d2 be in-

put parameters of RO3 and obtain output h
(n)
1 .

Let H1 ← h
(n)
1 , then H1 is evaluated. There-

fore, Pr(h
(n)
1 |h

(m)
1 , r(n), r(m), sTag

(n)
i , sTag

(m)
i ) ≤

Pr(H1|H2, c1, c2, d1, d2) = ε2, which means the Par-
tial joint hash problem can be solved if RO3 ex-
ists.

Asynchronous Attack Resistance:
When an attacker uses a truncated or tampered h2

to cause Tagi to fail to receive h2 or h2 authenti-
cation, the Server-side sTagSi , snS

i will update (i.e.,
sTagSi ← h(sTagi, ID

S
i ), snS

i + +), but the Tagi-
side sTagi, sni will not be updated, resulting in non-
synchronization. However, because we have a sTagi
backup (i.e., bsTagSi ← sTagi), when Tagi attempts
to transmit the next time, the Server-side will deter-
mine whether bsTagSi = sTagi. If not, it will next
seek to determine whether bsTagSi = sTagi. At this
time, the Tagi-side sTagi is equivalent to the Server-
side bsTagSi , and we calculate snS

i −− to resolve the
synchronization of snS

i and sni. If the truncated or
tampered h2 appear multiple times, it will not re-
sult in non-synchronization. Thus, our scheme foils
asynchronous attacks.

Anonymity:
The tag has two identifiers IDi and sTagi. IDi

takes the form of h1 = H(IDi, sTagi, sni, r) and
h2 = H(IDS

i +1, sTagi, sn
S
i ) in the transmission pro-

tocol, and sTagi is a dynamic pseudo-random ID,
thus attackers attempting to intercept a particular
transmission will be unable to accurately determine
whether the communication is from a specific tag,
thus the proposed scheme provides anonymity.

Definition 3. (Partial hash problem) Let a, b, c, d ∈
Z and H1 = h(a, b, c, d). If a can be evaluated from
given c, d, and H1, then we say the partial hash prob-
lem is solved. (The probability of solving this problem
is denoted as Pr(a|H1, c, d) = ε3.)

Theorem 4. (Anonymity) In our scheme, if an at-
tacker can evaluate ID1 from h1, then the partial
hash problem can be solved.

Proof. In our scheme, assume an adversary tries to
compute ID1 from eavesdropped h1, r, and sTagi,
where h1 = H(IDi, sTagi, sni, r). Let RO4 be a ran-
dom oracle: input h1, r and sTagi to output IDi

(i.e. RO4(h1, r, sTagi) → IDi.) In Definition 3, let
r ← c, sTagi ← d and h1 ← H1 be input parameters
of RO4 and obtain output IDi. Let a ← IDi then
a is evaluated. Therefore, Pr(IDi|h1, r, sTagi) ≤
Pr(a|H1, c, d) = ε4, which means the partial hash
problem can be solved if RO4 exists.

Tracking Attack Resistance:
When an attacker intercepts Tagi, the communica-
tions data contains r, h1, sTagi, h2. r is a random
number, sTagi uses H(sTagi, IDi) to update, h1 =
H(IDi, sTagi, sni, r) uses a different sTagi, sni, r for
each transmission, and h2 = H(IDS

i + 1, sTagi, sn
S
i )
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Table 2: Comparison of computation loadings

Batina [3] Lee [22] Chou [6] Farash [12] Our Scheme
Tag Server Tag Server Tag Server Tag Server Tag Server

Hash function 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 3 3 3
ECC Multiplication 2 3n 3 1+2n 2 3 2 3 0 0

n: The number of tags.

Table 3: Comparison of security properties

Batina [3] Lee [22] Chou [6] Farash [12] Our Scheme
Mutual authentication No No No Yes Yes
Forward privacy No Yes No Yes Yes
Anonymity Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Tracking attack resistance Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Replay attack resistance Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Impersonation attack resistance No No No Yes Yes

Asynchronous attack resistance N/A(∗1) N/A(∗1) N/A(∗1) N/A(∗1) Yes

*1: No asynchronous attack issues.

uses a different sTagi, snS
i each time. Therefore,

an attacker would be unable to determine the rela-
tionship between each r, h1, sTagi, h2 to track each
Tagi.

Definition 4. (Partial joint-hash tracking prob-
lem) Let a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2 ∈ Z, H1 =
h(a1, b1, c1, d1) and H2 = h(a2, b2, c2, d2). If
isEqual(a1, a2) can be evaluated from given H1, H2,
c1, c2, d1 and d2, then we say the partial joint-hash
tracking problem is solved, where c1 6= c2, d1 6= d2
and isEqual(a1, a2) is 0 (if a1 6= a2) or 1 (if a1 =
a2). (The probability of solving this problem is de-
noted as Pr(isEqual(a1, a2)|H1, H2, c1, c2, d1, d2) =
ε4).

Theorem 5. (Tracking attack resistance) In our
scheme, if an attacker can evaluate the value of

isEqual(ID
(n)
U , ID

(m)
V ) from eavesdropped h

(U)(n)
1 ,

h
(V )(m)
1 , r(U)(n), r(V )(m), sTag

(n)
U and sTag

(m)
V ,

then the partial joint-hash tracking problem can be

solved, where h
(U)(n)
1 /h

(V )(m)
1 stands for the n/mth-

round h
(U)
1 /h

(V )
1 , r(U)(n)/r(V )(m) means the n/mth-

round r(U)/r(V ), sTag
(n)
U /sTag

(m)
V means the n/mth-

round sTagU/sTagV , h
(U)(n)
1 = h(ID

(n)
U , sTag

(n)
U ,

sn(U)(n), r(U)(n)), h
(V )(m)
1 = h(ID

(m)
V , sTag

(m)
V ,

sn(V )(m), r(V )(m)), isEqual(x, y) is 0 (if x 6= y) or 1
(if x = y), and t1 6= t2.

Proof. In our scheme, assume an adversary tries

to track a user U from eavesdropped h
(U)(n)
1 ,

h
(V )(m)
1 , r(U)(n)), r(V )(m), sTag

(n)
U , and sTag

(m)
V .

Let RO5 be a random oracle: Input h
(U)(n)
1 , h

(V )(m)
1 ,

r(U)(n)), r(V )(m), sTag
(n)
U , and sTag

(m)
V to out-

put isEqual(ID
(n)
U , ID

(m)
V ). (i.e. RO5(h

(U)(n)
1 ,

h
(V )(m)
1 , r(U)(n), r(V )(m), sTag

(n)
U , sTag

(m)
V ) →

isEqual(ID
(n)
U , ID

(m)
V ).) In Definition 4, let,

h
(U)(n)
1 ← H1, h

(V )(m)
1 ← H2, r(U)(n) ← c1,

r(V )(m) ← c2, sTag
(n)
U ← d1 and sTag

(m)
V ← d2

be input parameters of RO5 and obtain output

isEqual(ID
(n)
U , ID

(m)
V ). Let isEqual(a1, a2) ←

isEqual(ID
(n)
U , ID

(m)
V ), then isEqual(a1, a2)

is evaluated. Therefore, Pr(isEqual(ID
(n)
U ,

ID
(m)
V )|h(U)(n)

1 , h
(V )(m)
1 , r(U)(n), r(V )(m), sTag

(n)
U ,

sTag
(m)
V ) ≤ Pr(isEqual(a1, a2)|H1, H2, c1, c2,

d1, d2) = ε4, which means the partial joint-hash
tracking problem can be solved if RO5 exists.

5 Comparison

In this section, we analyze the performance of our pro-
posed method from computation loadings and security
properties.

Table 2 compares the computation cost between our
scheme and previous schemes. The other four papers re-
quire ECC multiplication operations, whereas our scheme
only requires a hash operation. The computation costs of
the other three phases are far less than in other schemes.
Therefore, our scheme is superior to previous schemes in
terms of efficiency.

Table 3 compares the security properties between the
proposed and previous schemes, and shows our proposed
scheme is resistant to tracking attacks, replay attacks, im-
personation attacks, and asynchronous attack resistance,
and also provides mutual authentication, forward privacy,
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and anonymity.
In addition, server stores IDS

i , sn
S
i , sTag

S
i , and

bsTagSi for each tag. Assume each length of
IDS

i , sn
S
i , sTag

S
i , and bsTagSi are is 128 bits. Then the

server storage cost (for tags) is 64n bytes, where n is the
number of the tags.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes a RFID mutual authentication pro-
tocol which provides high standards of security and con-
venience. Our scheme is resistant to impersonation at-
tacks, replay attacks, asynchronous attacks, and tracking
attacks, and also provides mutual authentication, forward
privacy, and anonymity. It also reduces the computation
cost of tags and servers. Given the limited computing
power in the tag, reducing the tag’s calculation loading
will play an important role in improving RFID efficiency.
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